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Synopsis

Do you long to know God better? Do you want to understand Scripture more fully? Do you want to pray with power - and see results? Germaine Copeland's three bestselling volumes of Prayers That Avail Much have help Christians learn how to pray, to know what to pray and to confidently claim answers to prayer. Now this all-in-one edition is your complete guide to praying according to God's precious Word! Right at your fingertips, you'll discover dozens of powerful, Scripture-based intercessory prayers for all kinds of life situations, from honoring your marriage to letting go of bitterness, from seeking funding for a ministry to overcoming discouragement. As you meditate on the Scriptures beautifully woven into each prayer, allow them to enter your heart as you speak them aloud. As you put these mighty, scriptural prayers to work in your own life and in the lives of those around you, you will see God moving to perform His Word. You no longer need to feel helpless in the face of difficult or painful situations. You no longer need to miss God's blessings for you and your loved ones. You can pray with power!
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Customer Reviews

What is so powerful about this little prayer book is that it brings together scriptures on a particular issue, and helps me to pray them. I believe praying God's Word out loud is very powerful and causes it to become a living Word in my life, which won't come back void. Just to re-emphasize, these prayers are right out of the scriptures. This particular version is nice because it is hand-sized, and leather bound... easy to keep with me and easy to use. Enjoy, bless others with your prayers,
and be blessed!

This book is awesome. On days when I didn't know what to say to God or what to even ask, this book has been my guide...leading me in a deeper prayer life with Him. It has meaningful, thought provoking prayers that are current and for today's Christian!

I am really pleased with this wonderful compilation of three prayer books into one. It is a timeless classic. I very much appreciate the index of the prayers so that you can quickly find a prayer that deals with a situation that you are facing. Many people might ask why a prayer book? Shouldn't you pray using your own words? Well, there is a long answer and a short answer. I'll adopt the short answer for this review. Praying pre-written prayers is essentially what we all have done for years using the Psalms. We have read, meditated and prayed the prayers of David and other writers for years without much concern that we were "reading someone else's prayer". Prayer books such as this one just take us another step in that direction. We read here the prayers of someone who has gone down the path before us, faced the trial or temptation that we are facing and they have poured their heart out to God. Then they recorded that prayer and we have the privilege of being able to read and meditate on their words. By reading their prayers, agreeing with their prayers and then turning them into our prayers we are using a three fold process to ask God to hear our hearts and respond with His answers. The prayers in this book are well written, timeless, encouraging and helpful to give you and me the words and thoughts we need to be able to communicate with the Lord. Keep a prayer journal at hand and re-write many of these prayers into your own words. Use them as a guide and you will find that your prayer life will grow by leaps and bounds. Again, I am extremely pleased with this book, it's design and binding are great, but more than anything the words will bless you. Enjoy!

I've purchased over 20 books of "Prayers That Avail Much" and those people who have received a copy from me have been extremely blessed. The beauty of this book is that the prayers are straight from the Bible. It identifies the scriptures from the Bible that are incorporated in the prayers. Plus, the prayers cover many situations and issues. Why make up your own prayer when you can pray these prayers and get abundantly blessed? This book is a definitely must get! I just purchased 16 more!

I was disappointed since this hardcover book and leather like bound is not the same book size
or print size as the original hardcover that I own. The print size is too small for me to read. I would have preferred if the size of the book and an example of the print size could have been highlighted especially since it is not comparable to the original hardcover book.

Whether you are a new Christian or just need some help praying, this book is just what you need. The prayers aid you in praying God’s Word back to Him, in every situation in life. All three works are in one volume, no more looking through several different books for one special prayer!

I have had this book for several years and find it to be a great source of powerful prayer. When you are going through something serious or a friend is asking for prayer sometimes it is hard to find the right scripture in the Bible. "Prayers That Avail Much" is the perfect answer. I personally had a serious family prayer need, I found the exact prayer to cover the need and prayed it without doubt. All I can say is God ANSWERED that prayer. And all praise, glory and honor belongs to Him. You will use it time and time again knowing when you pray the Word of God it is the most powerful thing you can pray. I now buy copies for family and friends. They also can’t believe what a blessing, and answer to prayer, this powerful book has been. Every Bible believing Christian should have this AVAILABLE at all times. God Bless.

I happened upon this book because in talking to so many people, they always said. "I don’t know how to pray." I was like, 'wow' this is serious business. This book is a treasure full of God’s Wisdom, His Promises, and His Mighty Words. There is power in the Word of God. If you are looking to be encouraged when you are discouraged... if you are looking for hope in a hopeless situation... if you are looking for an Unchanging God in a changing world.... if you are looking for the True and Living God... if you are looking for a map that won’t quit on you like a man-made compass... then this is a tool designed just for you. This small book will encourage you, empower you, and strengthen with the Word of God. It is so simple yet powerful and each prayer is backed up with information of where the scriptures can be found. Upon reading it, you will be led to the Bible where your hunger for the Word of God shall be quenched, you will indeed be fed. I love it and have blessed many people with this priceless gem! Awesome prayers!!!
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